This Bulletin tells you about

- Important change of web address - reminder

Enquiries about this bulletin should be addressed to Savings Audit.

Please ensure the appropriate people in your organisation read this bulletin.

The HMRC website address is www.hmrc.gov.uk and there are pages for CTF providers.
Important change of web address - reminder
The web address for retrieving and acknowledging CTF Schedules has changed from https://online.inlandrevenue.gov.uk/opensoap/soaprouterhandler to https://ctf.ws.hmrc.gov.uk/opensoap/soaprouterhandler.

With effect from 6 April 2010 Financial institutions will be allowed up to six months to change their CTF software to the new web address before the old web address is withdrawn. Financial institutions should check with their software supplier to ensure that their systems are being updated within time.

If you have not updated your systems by October 2010 you will experience difficulties in retrieving or acknowledging your CTF Schedules.

If you experience any problems retrieving a schedule please contact our Customer Service Team on Tel: 01274 646194.